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ABSTRACT
The discovery of the gravitational-wave (GW) source GW150914 with the Advanced LIGO detectors provides the
first observational evidence for the existence of binary black hole (BH) systems that inspiral and merge within the
age of the universe. Such BH mergers have been predicted in two main types of formation models, involving
isolated binaries in galactic fields or dynamical interactions in young and old dense stellar environments. The
measured masses robustly demonstrate that relatively “heavy” BHs (25 M ) can form in nature. This discovery
implies relatively weak massive-star winds and thus the formation of GW150914 in an environment with a
metallicity lower than about 1/2 of the solar value. The rate of binary-BH (BBH) mergers inferred from the
observation of GW150914 is consistent with the higher end of rate predictions (1Gpc−3 yr−1) from both types of
formation models. The low measured redshift ( z 0.1) of GW150914 and the low inferred metallicity of the
stellar progenitor imply either BBH formation in a low-mass galaxy in the local universe and a prompt merger, or
formation at high redshift with a time delay between formation and merger of several Gyr. This discovery
motivates further studies of binary-BH formation astrophysics. It also has implications for future detections and
studies by Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, and GW detectors in space.
Key words: gravitational waves – stars: black holes – stars: massive
1. INTRODUCTION
When in the 1970s the mass of the compact object in the X-ray
binary (XRB) Cygnus X-1 was measured to exceed the maximum
mass of a neutron star (Webster & Murdin 1972; Bolton 1972),
black holes (BHs) turned from a theoretical concept into an
observational reality. Around the same time and over several years,
evidence for supermassive BHs in the centers of galaxies mounted
(see Kormendy & Richstone 1995). The formation of the stellar-
mass BHs found in XRBs is associated with the core collapse (and
potential supernova [SN] explosion) of massive stars when they
have exhausted their nuclear fuel(e.g., Heger et al. 2003). The
origin of supermassive BHs is less clear. They may have small
seeds that originate from “heavy” stellar-mass BHs (more massive
than about 25 M ) or large seeds from intermediate-mass BHs
formed in the earliest generations of massive stars or directly from
large clouds (see Volonteri 2010).
The gravitational-wave (GW) signal GW150914 detected on
2015 September 14 09:50:45 UTC by the Advanced LIGO
(aLIGO) detectors (Abbott et al. 2016a, hereafter LVC16a;
henceforth we refer similarly to all other forthcoming
papers from the LIGO-Virgo Collaborations and related to
GW150914) has been shown to originate from the coalescence
of a binary BH (BBH) with masses of -+36 45 M and -+29 44 M (in
the source frame, see Section 2). This GW discovery provides
the first robust confirmation of several theoretical predictions:
(i) that “heavy” BHs exist, (ii) that BBHs form in nature, and
(iii) that BBHs merge within the age of the universe at a
detectable rate.
The inspiral and merger of binaries with BHs or neutron stars
(NSs) have been discussed as the primary source for ground-
based GW interferometers for many decades (e.g., Thorne 1987;
Schutz 1989). The existence of GWs was established with radio
observations of the orbital decay of the first binary pulsar, PSR
B1913+16 (Hulse & Taylor 1975; Taylor & Weisberg 1982).
Even before the binary pulsar discovery, Tutukov & Yungelson
(1973) described the evolution of isolated massive binaries (i.e.,
those not influenced dynamically by surrounding stars) and
predicted the formation of binary compact objects, including
BBHs. Some of the first population studies of massive stellar
binaries and their evolution even predicted that BBH mergers
could dominate detection rates for ground-based GW interfero-
metric detectors(Lipunov et al. 1997). Furthermore, Sigurdsson
& Hernquist (1993) recognized that dense star clusters provide
another possible way of forming merging BBHs: BHs in dense
star clusters quickly become the most massive objects, sink
toward the cluster core, subsequently form pairs through
dynamical interactions, and are most commonly ejected in binary
configurations with inspiral times shorter than the age of the
universe. For the most recent review articles on the formation of
binary compact objects in galactic fields and dense stellar
systems, see Postnov & Yungelson (2014) and Benacquista &
Downing (2013), respectively.
In this paper we discuss GW150914 in the context of
astrophysical predictions in the literature and we identify the most
robust constraints on BBH formation models. In Section 2 we
report the properties of GW150914. In Section 3 and Section 4 we
discuss the implications of the measured BH masses and distance to
the source. In Section 5 and Section 6 we examine conclusions that
can be drawn from the GW constraints on the orbital eccentricity,
BH spins, and BBHmerger rates. In Section 7 we discuss prospects
for future detections and the types of astrophysical studies we
would need to further advance our understanding of BBH
formation. In Section 8 we summarize our key conclusions.
2. THE PROPERTIES OF GW150914
GW150914 was discovered first through a low-latency search
for GW transients, and later in subsequent match-filter analyses of
16 days of coincident data collected by the two aLIGO detectors
between September 12 and October 20 (LVC16a). The signal
matches the waveform expected for the inspiral, merger, and
ringdown from a compact binary. In 0.2 s it swept in frequency
from 35 to 250Hz, reaching a peak GW strain of 1.0×10−21
with a signal-to-noise ratio of 24 (LVC16b, LVC16c).
Consideration of these basic signal properties of frequency
and frequency derivative indicate that the source is a BH
merger(LVC16a). Coherent Bayesian analyses(LVC16d)
using advanced waveforms(Hannam et al. 2014; Pürrer
2014; Taracchini et al. 2014; Khan et al. 2015) allow us to
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measure several of the source physical parameters (all quoted at
90% credible level). In the detector frame, the chirp mass1 is
-+30 22 M and the total mass is -+71 45 M ; the mass ratio is
-+0.82 0.210.16 and the luminosity distance is determined to be
-+410 180160 Mpc (redshift -+0.09 0.040.03). The two BH masses in the
source frame then are -+36 45 M and -+29 44 M , and the chirp
mass in the source frame is -+28 22 M . The source-frame mass
and spin of the final BH are -+62 44 M and -+0.67 0.070.05 and the
source is localized to a sky area of 600 deg2 (see also LVC16d;
LVC16h). The signal does not show deviations from the
expectations of general relativity, as discussed in detail in
LVC16e.
Assuming that the source-frame BBH merger rate is constant
within the volume in which GW150914 could have been
detected (found to extend out to redshift of ;0.5) and that
GW150914 is representative of the underlying BBH popula-
tion, the BBH merger rate is inferred to be 2−53 Gpc−3 yr−1 in
the comoving frame at the 90% credible level(Kim et al. 2003;
LVC16f). The match-filter searches of these 16 days of
coincident data also revealed a number of sub-threshold
triggers with associated probabilities of being astrophysical or
noise in nature(LVC16b). If we account for the probability
of these sub-threshold triggers and we consider a wide range
of models for the underlying BBH mass distribution, the
estimated BBH merger rates extend to the range 2
−400 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Farr et al. 2015; LVC16f).
3. BH MASSES IN MERGING BINARIES
3.1. Brief Review of Measured BH Masses
Prior to the discovery of GW150914, our knowledge of
stellar BH masses has come from the study of XRBs where a
compact object accretes matter from a stellar companion (e.g.,
McClintock & Remillard 2006). Dynamical compact-object
mass measurements in these binaries rely on measurements of
the systemʼs orbital period, the amplitude of the stellar-
companionʼs radial velocity curve, and quantitative constraints
on the binary inclination and the companion mass (e.g., Casares
& Jonker 2014). When the mass of the compact object is found
to exceed 3 M , which is the conservative upper limit for stable
NSs(Rhoades & Ruffini 1974; Kalogera & Baym 1996), then
the XRB is considered to host a BH. At present, 22 BH XRBs
have confirmed dynamical mass measurements, 19 of which lie
in our Galaxy. For the majority of the systems, the measured
BH masses are 5–10 M , while some have masses of
10–20 M .2 BH masses have been claimed to be measured
dynamically in two other extragalactic systems, IC10 X-1
(Prestwich et al. 2007; Silverman & Filippenko 2008, MBH =
21–35 M ) and NGC300 X-1(Crowther et al. 2010, MBH =
12–24 M ). On the basis of these observations, Bulik et al.
(2011) argue that these two systems are likely immediate
progenitors of BBH systems. However, recent work casts doubt
on these BH masses: it now appears more likely that the
measured velocities are due to stellar-wind features instead of
the BH companionʼs orbital motion (Laycock et al. 2015, and
references therein), and therefore we do not consider the
claimed BH masses in these systems as reliable.
All of these observed BH systems are found in low stellar
density galactic fields. Based on multi-wavelength electromagnetic
studies of X-ray point sources, BH XRBs have also been claimed
to exist in globular clusters (Maccarone et al. 2007; Chomiuk et al.
2013, and references therein); however, dynamical mass measure-
ments for these systems have not been possible, and hence reliable
BH mass constraints are not available.
Both BHs of the GW150914 coalescence are more massive
than the BHs in known XRBs with reliably measured masses:
this GW discovery provides the most robust evidence for the
existence of “heavy” (25 M ) stellar-mass BHs. In what
follows, we review our current understanding of BH and BBH
formation both in isolation and in dense environments, and we
examine the implications of the high GW150914 BH masses.
3.2. Predicted Masses for Single BHs
BHs are expected to form at the end of the nuclear lifetimes
of massive stars. The stellar core collapses to form a proto-NS
and the occurrence and strength of an SN explosion determines
how much material is ejected, and whether a BH is formed.
Fryer & Kalogera (2001) distinguish BH formation through
partial or full fallback of the initially exploding envelope, or
through the complete collapse of the BH progenitor due to a
core collapse that is not powerful enough to drive an explosion.
Fryer et al. (2012) find that the transition from NS to BH
formation occurs at initial progenitor masses of
;18–20 M and the transition from fallback to complete BH
collapse takes place at initial progenitor masses of ;40 M .
Other studies (e.g., Ugliano et al. 2012) find that either the SN
is successful and an NS is formed, or the whole star collapses to
a BH; there is a range of progenitor masses (15–40 M for solar
metallicity) where either an NS or a BH could form.
This relatively simple picture of BH formation from single
stars is greatly affected by several key factors: the strength of
massive-star winds and their dependence on the starʼs
metallicity (Z, e.g., Maeder 1992), stellar rotation (e.g., de
Mink et al. 2009), and the microphysics of stellar evolution.
These factors affect the relationship between the initial
progenitor mass and the stellar (core) mass at the time of
collapse, and thus the mass of the resulting BH.
Winds are understood to be radiation-driven. Their strengths
depend on stellar properties, but cannot be derived from first
principles; instead they are empirically derived and calibrated based
on observations (for a review, see Smith 2014). Over the last
decades, wind strengths for different evolutionary stages have been
significantly revised, mainly downwards, leading to more massive
progenitors at core collapse (for a review, see Vink 2008). In
general, stars atlower metallicities exhibit weaker winds, since the
lower metal content reduces opacity, enables easier radiation
transport, and reduces radiation momentum transfer and hence mass
loss from the stellar surface. The functional dependence on
metallicity is also empirically constrained by studying massive stars
in environments of different metallicities. However, the range in
metallicities probed by observations is much smaller than the range
where massive stars are formed over cosmic history, and hence
extrapolations to metallicities orders of magnitude smaller than
solar Z (i.e., =Z 0.02) are adopted. Although we have no way
of validating such extrapolations, here we consider the published
low-metallicity models.
Heger et al. (2003) and Mapelli et al. (2009) were among the
first to examine how compact object formation depends on
progenitor masses, stellar winds, and metallicity, albeit in a rather
1 The chirp mass is = +m m m m1 2 3 5 1 2 1 5( ) ( ) , where m1 and m2 are the
component masses.
2 For probability distribution functions of measured BH masses seeFarr et al.
(2011) and Özel et al. (2010).
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qualitative framework. Quantitatively, Belczynski et al. (2010a)
and later Mapelli et al. (2013) and Spera et al. (2015) showed that
adopting the latest wind prescriptions(Vink 2008) significantly
increases the stellar mass at core collapse and thus the maximum
BH mass that can form from single stars, although the exact
relation between initial mass and final BH mass depends on the
details of the wind prescription (see Figure 1).
Stellar rotation can lead to angular momentum transport and
extra mixing in the stellar interiors. In extreme cases, the
evolution of the star can be significantly altered, avoiding
expansion of the star into a giant (Maeder 1987). It has been
proposed that rapid rotation, especially at low metallicities,
where winds and associated angular momentum losses are
weaker, or in close binaries, where tides may replenish the
angular momentum, may play a significant role in the
formation of more massive BHs(de Mink et al. 2009; Mandel
& de Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016). Nevertheless, there are
no calculations that find BHs more massive than 30 M unless
the metallicity is lower than Z .
Stellar properties at core collapse and the ensuing compact-
remnant masses have also been shown to depend, albeit much more
weakly, on the treatment of microphysics in stellar structure and
evolution codes, especially on assumptions regarding convective
overshooting and resultant mixing(Jones et al. 2015). Finally, Fryer
et al. (2012) and Spera et al. (2015) investigate how basic properties
of the SN explosion might affect remnant masses at different
metallicities. They show that remnant masses in excess of ;12 M
at Z (;30 M at 1/100 Z ) are formed through complete
collapse of their progenitors. Therefore, the masses of BHs in
“heavy” BBH mergers only carry information about the evolution
leading up to the collapse and not about the SN mechanism.
The measured masses of the merging BHs in GW150914
show that stellar-mass BHs as massive as 32 M (the lower
limit on the more massive BH at 90% credible level) can form
in nature. Given our current understanding of BH formation
from massive stars, using the latest stellar wind, rotation, and
metallicity models, we conclude that the GW150914 BBH most
likely formed in a low-metallicity environment: below ;1/2 Z
and possibly below ;1/4 Z (Belczynski et al. 2010a; Mapelli
et al. 2013; Spera et al. 2015).
It is, in principle, possible that “heavy” BHs are formed
through indirect paths that do not require a low metallicity, but
we consider this very unlikely. For example, the formation of
“heavy” BHs through the dynamical mergers of lower-mass
BHs with massive stars in young clusters has been considered.
However, these models adopt the optimistic assumption that in
such mergers, even for grazing collisions, all of the mass is
retained, leading to significant BH mass growth(Mapelli &
Zampieri 2014; Ziosi et al. 2014). Stellar collisions in dense
stellar environments (see Portegies Zwart et al. 1999) could
potentially produce stars massive enough to form “heavy” BHs,
but these objects are also subject to strong winds and intense
mass loss unless they are stars of low metallicity (e.g.,
Glebbeek et al. 2009). Finally, formation of “heavy” BHs from
the mergers of lower-mass BHs in clusters is unlikely because
most dynamically formed merging BBHs are ejected from the
host cluster before merger (Rodriguez et al. 2015, see their
Figure 2).
3.3. BBH Masses from Isolated Binary Systems
The fact that the majority of massive stars are members of
binary systems with a roughly flat mass-ratio distribution
(Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al.
2014) provides the opportunity for BBH formation in isolated
binary systems. In that case, the masses of BHs depend not
only on the initial mass of the star and metallicity, but also on
any binary interactions. The development of binary population
models focused on the formation of double compact objects
goes back to Kornilov & Lipunov (1983) and Dewey & Cordes
(1987), but the first population models to account for BBH
formation appeared a decade later starting with Tutukov &
Yungelson (1993). Several groups have explored different
aspects of BBH formation from isolated binaries at varying
levels of detail(many reviewed by Kalogera et al. 2007;
Vanbeveren 2009; Postnov & Yungelson 2014). Models find
that BBH formation typically progresses through the following
steps: (i) stable mass transfer between two massive stars,
although potentially non-conservative (i.e., with mass and
angular momentum losses from the binary), (ii) the first core
collapse and BH formation event, (iii) a second mass transfer
Figure 1. Left: dependence of maximum BH mass on metallicity Z, with =Z 0.02 for the old (strong) and new (weak) massive-star winds (Figure 3 from Belczynski
et al. 2010a). Right: compact-remnant mass as a function of zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS; i.e., initial) progenitor mass for a set of different (absolute) metallicity
values (Figure 6 from Spera et al. 2015). The masses for GW150914 are indicated by the horizontal bands.
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phase that is dynamically unstable leading to inspiral in a
common envelope (in which the first BH potentially grows
slightly in mass; O’Shaughnessy et al. 2005a), (iv) the second
core-collapse event leading to BBH formation, and (v) inspiral
due to GW emission and merger. Dominik et al. (2012) found
that the vast majority of BBH mergers follow this evolutionary
path: 99% at solar metallicity and 90% at 0.1 Z . Alternative
formation pathways, avoiding mass transfer and common
envelope, may be possible if massive stars remain rapidly
rotating, stay chemically homogeneous through their lifetimes,
remain compact, and do not become giant stars (see de Mink
et al. 2009; Mandel & de Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016).
Most studies indicate that model predictions, in particular
merger rates, but also probability distributions of BBH properties,
are affected by a considerable number of physical factors and
associated parameters, albeit at different levels of sensitivity: (i)
initial binary properties (masses, mass ratios, and orbital periods),
(ii) stellar evolution models including metallicity-dependent wind-
driven mass loss, (iii) mass and associated angular momentum
transfer between binary components and loss from the systems,
(iv) treatment of tidal evolution, (v) treatment of common-
envelope evolution, and (vi) BH natal kicks. The significance of
(v) and (vi) has been discussed recently for the StarTrack(Belc-
zynski et al. 2008a) models by Dominik et al. (2012) and
Belczynski et al. (2015). Recently, de Mink & Belczynski (2015)
concluded that the current uncertainties in initial binary properties
(i) do not dramatically change the rates. The other factors, i.e.,
(ii)–(vi), have been consistently identified as important, not just
for rate predictions, but also for predictions of BH mass spectra in
merging BBHs.
As we have discussed, the GW150914 masses favor the newer,
weaker stellar winds and metallicities below Z . Quantitative
models for BH and BBH formation considering such conditions
have appeared only in the past five years, starting with Belczynski
et al. (2010b), and in numerous follow-up studies(Dominik et al.
2012, 2013, 2015; Belczynski et al. 2015; Spera et al. 2015).
Dominik et al. (2013) fold in cosmological effects, accounting for
redshift evolution of the formation rate and metallicity (down to
= -Z 10 4). With the extension to such low metallicities, the
strong dependence on the common-envelope treatment found
earlier (Dominik et al. 2012) is weakened in the case of formation
of BHs more massive than 20 M . In fact, it is striking that, once
full metallicity evolution is included, BBH systems that merge
within the age of the universe and have total masses as high as
∼100 M are rather generically formed regardless of other model
assumptions; still, predicted detectable samples seem to be
dominated by less massive BBH systems(Belczynski et al.
2014; Dominik et al. 2015).
On the extreme low-metallicity end, it has been proposed
that BBH formation is also possible in the case of stellar
binaries at zero metallicity (Population III [PopIII] stars; see
Belczynski et al. 2004; Kinugawa et al. 2014). The predictions
from these studies are even more uncertain, since we have no
observational constraints on the properties of first-generation
stellar binaries (e.g., mass function, mass ratios, orbital
separations). However, if one assumes that the properties of
PopIII massive binaries are not very different from binary
populations in the local universe (admittedly a considerable
extrapolation), then recently predicted BBH total masses agree
astonishingly well with GW150914 and can have sufficiently
long merger times to occur in the nearby universe(Kinugawa
et al. 2014). This is in contrast to the predicted mass properties
of low (as opposed to zero) metallicity populations, which
show broader distributions(Belczynski et al. 2015).
We conclude that predictions from a broad range of models
for BBH formation from isolated binaries are consistent with
the GW150914 masses provided that newer, weaker massive-
star winds and extrapolations to metallicities of 1/2 Z or
lower are adopted. More calculations of massive binary
evolution with updated wind prescriptions and taking cosmo-
logical evolution into account are needed to fully exploit the
new information that would be provided by additional GW
detections.
3.4. BBH Masses from Dense Stellar Environments
Over the last few decades our understanding of the evolution
of BHs in dense stellar clusters has evolved considerably.
Based on early analyses(Kulkarni et al. 1993; Sigurdsson &
Hernquist 1993) BHs form in clusters from massive stars and
quickly mass segregate to the center through dynamical friction
(on a timescale shorter than the overall relaxation time by a
factor that is the ratio of the mass of the typical BH to the
mass of an average background star). In these high-density
conditions, BHs dynamically interact, forming binaries, and
often are ejected from the cluster. Such dynamical interactions
preferentially keep the heaviest objects in binaries and eject the
lightest, producing heavier binaries and driving mass ratios
closer to unity(Heggie 1975). Portegies Zwart & McMillan
(2000) presented the first significant N-body simulation of
equal-mass BHs in a dense cluster, and they found that the
ejected BBH systems are sufficiently eccentric that they will
merge within the age of the universe at a rate important for
LIGO/Virgo observations. Since then, studies of varying levels
of detail have examined BBH formation in clusters and have
identified the importance of three-body interactions for hard-
ening binaries to the point they can merge in a Hubble time,
pointing out that these interactions are also responsible for
dynamical ejections(Gültekin et al. 2004, 2006; Kocsis et al.
2006; Banerjee et al. 2010; Bae et al. 2014) as well as in
galactic centers (Miller & Lauburg 2009; O’Leary et al. 2009;
Kocsis & Levin 2012; Tsang 2013). GW kicks(Zlochower &
Lousto 2015 and references therein) can also eject post-merger,
single BHs from their host clusters. Throughout these studies
BHs are assumed to be of a single fixed mass (typically 10 M ).
Therefore, although their results are relevant for understanding
the effects of stellar dynamics on BBH formation and evolution
and the expected merger rates (Section 6), they cannot be used
to determine the expected masses of BBH mergers formed in
dynamical environments.
O’Leary et al. (2006, 2007) and Sadowski et al. (2008)
presented the first BBH population predictions from dense
clusters with a BH mass spectrum. Their treatment of the
effects of stellar dynamics was based on simple cross sections
and a static density background. Nevertheless, their results
generically produced BBH mergers in the local universe with
BH masses of several tens of solar masses.
The first simulations to account in detail for both binary
evolution and stellar dynamics with a BH mass spectrum and
with realistic numbers of particles were by Downing et al.
(2010, 2011) and by Morscher et al. (2013, 2015). Morscher
et al. (2015) and Rodriguez et al. (2016) further accounted for a
population of globular clusters with varying cluster properties
(mass, density, and metallicity). Examination of these results
indicates, very much like the models of isolated binary
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evolution, that clusters of lower metallicities produce BBH
mergers of higher masses, with chirp masses in excess of
10 M and up to 25–30 M (the chirp mass of GW150914 is
-+28 22 M ). We note that none of these studies incorporate the
newer, weaker winds leading to more massive BHs adopted by
some of the models for isolated binaries (Section 3.3). Such a
modification applied to clusters will unavoidably increase the
BBH masses from clusters even further. BBH populations are
also predicted to form in young, open clusters(Goswami et al.
2014; Ziosi et al. 2014) with “heavy” masses. In this case,
BBHs are formed mostly through dynamical exchanges in
three-body encounters of single BHs with binaries containing
one or two BHs.
We conclude that BBH formation in dense star clusters is
consistent with GW150914, provided that the clusters have
typical metallicities lower than Z in order to form sufficiently
massive merging BBHs. Most of these mergers occur outside
the clusters following dynamical BBH ejection. Although,
under optimistic assumptions, formation of “heavy” BHs at
solar metallicity has been discussed through stellar or BH–star
mergers in young clusters, such paths require chains of
dynamical interactions for eventual BBH formation. Cluster
models with more detailed treatment of binary evolution,
dynamics, updated stellar winds, and exploration of cluster
properties are needed to determine the robustness of the
predicted BBH mass spectra.
4. BBH MERGERS IN THE NEARBY UNIVERSE
Apart from the BH masses of the binary system, another
important measurement of GW150914 is its luminosity
distance in the range of 230–570Mpc (at 90% credible level)
which corresponds to a redshift of 0.05–0.12 and an age of the
universe of ;12.2–13.1 Gyr at the time of the merger (using
Planck Collaboration et al. 2015). The specific implications of
this measurement vary, depending on whether GW150914
originated from isolated binary evolution or from dynamical
interactions in a dense stellar environment.
In the case of dynamical origin, mergers of such “heavy”
BBHs in the local universe fit comfortably. Models of
dynamical BBH formation(Portegies Zwart & McMillan
2000; Miller & Lauburg 2009; O’Leary et al. 2009; Downing
et al. 2011; Kocsis & Levin 2012; Tsang 2013; Ziosi et al.
2014; Morscher et al. 2015; Rodriguez et al. 2015, 2016) show
that stellar and BH interactions take about ∼1 Gyr to form
BBHs, which have a wide range of delay times between
formation and merger for BBHs from old and young clusters.
In the case of a BBH merger from an isolated binary at a low
metallicity, there is a continuum of possibilities in between two
extremes: the BBH progenitor of GW150914 could have
formed in the local universe with a short merger delay time, or
it could have formed at a higher redshift with a long merger
delay time. We cannot distinguish between these two extremes
with the observation of this single event.
Short merger times are typically favored. One of the most
recent isolated binary model predictions (Dominik et al. 2013)
shows preference for merger times of ;10–300Myr. However,
low-metallicity star formation is rare in nearby galaxies. The
age and metallicity distribution of a large sample of nearby
galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey with a median
redshift of 0.13 shows that very few galaxies have low
metallicities, all of which are low-mass (< 109 M ) and have
relatively young stellar populations(< 1 Gyr, Gallazzi et al.
2005). In any case, the well measured mass–metallicity relation
(Tremonti et al. 2004) implies that BBH formation paths with
merger delay times below ∼1 Gyr require that the source
originated in nearby (z< 0.2) low-mass, young galaxies.
Alternatively, the BBH system may have formed much
earlier (e.g., z 2), when low-metallicity star formation was
more common (see Madau & Dickinson 2014), but then it must
have taken much longer to merge (∼5–10 Gyr). Such long
merger delay times are often disfavored significantly compared
to short delays (by factors of ∼10–100; see, e.g., Dominik
et al. 2013).
To present a more quantitative discussion, we consider the
study by Dominik et al. (2013) in more detail. They discuss
BBH formation from isolated binaries, accounting for the
dependence on star formation, galaxy-mass, and metallicity
evolution from the local universe to cosmological redshifts and
find that most local BBH mergers originate from star formation
in the first few Gyr of the universe and with long merger delay
times (see also Dominik et al. 2015). Figure 2 (adopted from
Figure 4 of Dominik et al. 2013) indicates that the BBH merger
rate of binaries with metallicities of 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 Ze
increases with redshift and peaks at redshifts of 1, 3, and 4,
Figure 2. Predictions of BBH merger rate in the comoving frame ( - -Gpc yr3 1) from isolated binary evolution as a function of redshift for different metallicity values
(adopted from Figure 4 in Dominik et al. 2013). At a given redshift, the total merger rate is the sum over metallicity. The redshift range of GW150914 is indicated by
the vertical band; the range of the BBH rate estimates and the redshift out to which a system like GW150914 could have been detected in this observing period are
indicated by an open blue rectangular box.
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respectively, i.e., at distances much larger than the measured
GW150914 luminosity distance. The local (z∼0.1) BBH
merger rates at such low metallicities are suppressed by factors
of ∼10–100 compared to higher redshifts, but they are still
comparable (within a factor of about 2) to the high-metallicity
local merger rate densities that produce lower-mass BBHs.
To further study the potential progenitors of GW150914 and
their expected merger time, we plot in Figure 3 the allowed
parameter range for the initial (right after BBH formation)
semimajor axis (a) and eccentricity (e) of the BBH orbit that
produces a merger within 10 Gyr, using the point-mass
approximation of Peters (1964). Binaries with long delay times
originate close to the thick solid line. Evolutionary trajectories
show that systems become circular long before merger, even
for high initial e, unless they form with extremely short merger
times or extremely high e (see Section 5). For initially circular
orbits, a needs to be smaller than 0.215 AU or 46 R for the
binary to merge within ∼10 Gyr. BBHs that form from two
existing BHs in clusters can appear anywhere in the allowed
parameter range. In the case of isolated binaries, the separation
before the formation of the second BH needs to be wide
enough to accommodate the progenitor star. The BBH then
forms with a similar separation (or similar periastron distance,
if there is mass loss in the SN or if BHs receive natal kicks),
unless the BH kick is large and fine-tuned in its direction to
drastically reduce the semimajor axis. Since these progenitor
stars have radii of at least several R (10 R for chemically
homogeneous evolution), we estimate that the periastron
distance needs to be larger than ∼10–20 R as indicated in
Figure 3.
We conclude that, based on published model results,
“heavy” BBH mergers from low-metallicity environments in
the local universe are not particularly surprising, regardless of
whether their origin is dynamical or from isolated binaries.
The rate of “heavy” BBH mergers may very well increase with
redshift either due to the increase in low metallicity star
formation rates or due to higher rates at shorter merger times,
at least for redshifts of up to ;1. These redshifts are within the
horizon distance of aLIGO/Advanced Virgo (AdV) design
sensitivity, expected to be reached by ∼2020(Abbott et al.
2016i, and see Section 7).
5. BINARY ECCENTRICITY AND BH SPINS
There is no evidence for eccentricity in the orbital dynamics
of GW150914, but eccentricities of 0.1 would not be
detectable for this event(LVC16d). In any case, from Figure 3
it is clear that any eccentricity would have dissipated by the
time the binary entered the detectors’ sensitive frequency band.
Indeed, in this Figure we plot the evolution of a system that
would retain an eccentricity of 0.1 at 10 Hz, but this evolution
only takes 1.25 days from =e 0.999 to merger! Kowalska
et al. (2011) and Belczynski et al. (2002) show that for their
field BBH models, the expected eccentricities would be
undetectable. Only formation in a dynamical environment at
a short semimajor axis and an extremely high eccentricity could
produce a detectable eccentricity (e.g., O’Leary et al. 2009) for
a small fraction of BBHs. A small fraction of BBHs may form
through triple stars in globular clusters and potentially maintain
significant eccentricities until the merger (Samsing et al. 2014;
Antonini et al. 2015).
Parameter-estimation analysis of GW150914 (LVC16d) with
gravitational waveforms that account for spin effects (including
precession) constrains the dimensionless spin magnitude of the
primary BH to 0.7 (at 90% credible level); the spin of the
secondary BH is not significantly constrained. The dimension-
less spin components aligned (or anti-aligned) with the orbital
angular momentum axis are likely to be small, whereas the spin
components in the orbital plane are poorly constrained. The
tentative implication is that, if spin magnitudes are indeed
large, then the spin–orbit misalignment is likely to be high, too;
if the spin magnitudes are small, then the tilts remain
unconstrained.
These BH spin magnitude constraints derived from GW
observations are comparable in strength to what we typically
obtain from X-ray data analyses (for reviews, see McClintock
et al. 2014; Miller & Miller 2015). These BH spin estimates in
XRBs have been made from analysis of the X-ray spectra of
accretion disks, based on the influence of the BH spin either on
the disk inner edge, which affects the spectral continuum, or on
the shape of emission lines. BH spins are typically found to be
high for systems with high-mass donors. In general, the cores
of massive stars are expected to rotate rapidly and thus may
lead to rapid BH spin at formation, unless there is efficient
angular momentum coupling between the core and the
(expanding) envelope (e.g., Hirschi et al. 2005). The ability
to constrain the BH spins in GW150914 reveals a new
approach to understanding the spin distribution of BHs that is
independent of XRB measurements. Measuring BH spins in a
variety of BH binaries has the potential of revealing the origin
of BH spins, at formation and through subsequent accretion
evolution in binaries(e.g., Belczynski et al. 2008b; Valsecchi
et al. 2010; Wong et al. 2012; Amaro-Seoane & Chen 2015;
Fragos & McClintock 2015).
For BBH formation from isolated binaries, BH spin
alignment is expected if the spin of the BH is aligned with
the spin of its progenitor star and thus with the binary. Even if
BH kicks are relatively large (>100 km s−1), it is found that
BBH spin tilts are rather constrained to typical values below
Figure 3. Allowed initial BBH semimajor axis and eccentricity in order to
merge within 10 Gyr (left of the thick solid blue line) for a BBH with the
GW150914 masses. The thin solid lines with circles represent the evolutionary
trajectories of individual example systems, starting at the edge of the allowed
range (the circles give the time to merger of log (t yr−1)=1, 2, 3, 4, ... 10,
from left to right). The dashed lines denote periastron separations of 10, 20, and
40 R (left to right: orange, yellow, purple). The green dotted line shows the
trajectory of a binary that has a remaining eccentricity of 0.1 at a GW
frequency of 10 Hz.
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about 20° (Kalogera 2000). For BBH formation in dense
environments there is no reasoning suggesting that spins would
be correlated in any way through BH interactions and thus
significant misalignment would be more likely. Thus, if we
knew that the BH spins in GW150914 were aligned with the
orbital angular momentum, then their magnitude would already
be constrained by this GW measurement. Conversely, spin
precession effects significantly modify the relative orientation
of the two BH spins between their formation and merger(Sch-
nittman 2004; Gerosa et al. 2015; Kesden et al. 2015),
particularly when both spin magnitudes are large. While
initially random spins remain random at coalescence, spin
precession effects can distort the relative likelihood of some
misalignment angles. Therefore the misalignment angles
measured for GW150914 cannot be directly identified as the
birth BH spin misalignments.
We conclude that the non-detection of eccentricity for
GW150914 is not a surprise regardless of the BBH formation
mechanism. Since the spin magnitude is not expected to change
during the XRB phase, the upper limit on the primary BH spin
indicates that it was not formed with extremal spin. At present,
the evidence for relatively small magnitudes of the BH spin
components aligned with the orbital angular momentum does
not provide constraints on the formation mechanism. The non-
aligned components and hence spin–orbit tilts are essentially
unconstrained. With additional BBH detections, a clear
preference for mostly aligned spins would favor formation
from isolated binaries and small natal BH kicks. On the other
hand, a predominance of large misalignments could favor
formation through dynamical processes instead. As the sample
grows, spin measurements will prove critical for distinguishing
formation channels and their relative contributions to the
merger rate.
6. BBH MERGER RATES
The upper limits on the merger rates from initial LIGO/
Virgo observations were not stringent enough to exclude even
the most optimistic theoretical predictions(Aasi et al. 2013b).
In contrast, GW150914 provides the first interesting GW rate
constraints on astrophysical models. As discussed in Section 2,
the rate at which such BBH mergers occur in the low-redshift
universe (z0.5) is inferred to be in the range of
2–400 Gpc−3 yr−1 (LVC16f).
Over the years, some studies have discussed models of
isolated binary populations that result in completely aborting
the formation of merging BBH systems (e.g., Nelemans et al.
2001, Belczynski et al. 2002, and most recently Mennekens &
Vanbeveren 2014). In all of these models, the lack of BBH
mergers can be traced back to one or more of the following
model assumptions: strong (old) wind models, no metallicity
dependence of wind strengths, no orbital evolution due to tides,
and high BH natal kicks. All of these assumptions effectively
widen the orbits of massive binaries and prevent, not the
formation of BBH systems in general, but more specifically the
formation of BBH systems that merge within the age of the
universe. Dynamical formation of BBHs is aborted if BHs
receive natal kicks larger than the local escape speed (e.g.,
50 km s−1 for typical globular clusters, see Gnedin et al.
2002) such that the BHs escape before they can interact.
The existence of GW150914 shows that BBH mergers occur
in nature, and therefore models that do not predict their
existence within a Hubble time through any formation channel
are excluded(e.g., certain models in Nelemans et al. 2001;
Belczynski et al. 2002, 2007; Mennekens & Vanbeveren 2014).
For both isolated binary evolution and dynamical formation,
the implication of BBH existence is that BH kicks cannot
always be high (>100 km s−1), in order to avoid disrupting or
widening the orbits too much, or ejecting the BHs from clusters
before they can interact. In the case of isolated binaries, BBH
existence also implies that massive-star winds cannot be
strong, and in the absence of high rotation, survival through
common-envelope evolution in massive binaries must be
possible.
Rate predictions for binary mergers and associated LIGO/
Virgo detection expectations were summarized in Abadie
et al. (2010), and for BBH mergers a range of
0.1–300 - -Gpc yr3 1was reported. More recent studies, not
included in Abadie et al. (2010), for isolated binary evolution
give very similar predictions: 0–100 - -Gpc yr3 1 by Mandel &
de Mink (2016), 0.5–220 - -Gpc yr3 1 by Dominik et al. (2015),
and 0–1000 - -Gpc yr3 1 by Mennekens & Vanbeveren (2014).
Recent studies of globular cluster dynamics also report
comparable rates (Downing et al. 2010, 2011; Rodriguez
et al. 2015, 2016). We conclude that the GW150914 rate
constraints are broadly consistent with most of the BBH rate
predictions, and only the lowest predicted rates (1
- -Gpc yr3 1) can be excluded.
7. THE PATH FORWARD FOR FUTURE STUDIES
In the coming years the aLIGO and AdV detectors will be
upgraded to a higher sensitivity, as shown in Figure 4: on the
left we plot the maximum luminosity distance (DL) and redshift
(z), and on the right a measure for the surveyed volume (Vc) for
the initial LIGO/Virgo detectors, the current aLIGO, and future
expectations (see the Appendix for the details). We can
anticipate that the BBH detection sample will increase by at
least a factor of ∼10 as observing runs become more sensitive
and of longer duration. With these new detections, it will
become possible to go beyond the mostly qualitative inferences
discussed here, and quantitatively constrain the properties of
double compact objects (DCOs) and their formation models.
In general, quantitative constraints can be obtained either by
deriving a parametrized description of the underlying model
(e.g., Mandel 2010; O’Shaughnessy 2013) or by comparing
specific population models to the data (e.g., Bulik &
Belczyński 2003; Mandel & O’Shaughnessy 2010).
For the latter, detailed information about the models and
properties of the predicted populations are needed, such as,
e.g., masses and rate densities as a function of redshift. Given
the large number of model parameters, it is challenging to
obtain a statistically appropriate sampling of the parameter
space to the level required to address degeneracies; no existing
study has provided a sufficiently complete data set. However,
such analyses will eventually allow us to constrain massive-star
winds and rotation, the common-envelope binary evolution
phase, BH mass relations, and BH kicks. GW detections of
binaries with NSs will probe lower-mass stars as well as NS
kicks and the SN mechanism. For dynamical formation, we can
also probe cluster properties and their dependence on redshift.
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In the past, binary pulsars, SNe, and gamma-ray burst
observations have been used as constraints on DCO models
(e.g., Portegies Zwart & Yungelson 1998; O’Shaughnessy et al.
2005b). More recently, studies have explored quantitative,
statistical methods for deriving constraints and have examined
the minimum sample sizes needed for distinguishing between a
small set of different isolated-binary models(Bulik & Belc-
zyński 2003; Kelley et al. 2010; Mandel & O’Shaughnessy
2010; Messenger & Veitch 2013; O’Shaughnessy 2013;
Belczynski et al. 2015; Mandel et al. 2015; Stevenson et al.
2015). We note that the majority of these studies conclude that
sample sizes of order 100 events are needed for strong
constraints.
Before comprehensive quantitative constraints on models
become possible, one might consider whether measurements
for this one event or just a handful of sources would allow us to
distinguish between the two main formation paths: isolated
binaries and dynamical processes. The masses of the BHs in
BBH systems from both isolated binary formation and from
clusters depend on the mass spectrum of single BHs, and thus
in both formation channels a range of masses is expected. For
example, the Belczynski et al. (2015) isolated binary models
find detectable BBHs with total masses from about 15 to 20 M
all the way up to ∼100 M (chirp masses up to ∼50 M ), the
Rodriguez et al. (2015, 2016) cluster models find chirp masses
of 10–22 M (that could be higher for weaker stellar winds),
and the Kinugawa et al. (2014) PopIII BBH mergers have
higher chirp masses (most above 20 M ). The strong
dependence on chirp mass of the distance to which sources
can be detected (see Figure 4) strongly enhances the probability
of detecting these massive BBHs compared to lower-mass
objects (Flanagan & Hughes 1998).
In view of these predictions, distinguishing between formation
in isolated binaries and through dynamical processes based solely
on mass measurements is unlikely. The situation is similar for
mass ratios: BBH formation through both isolated binary
evolution and dynamical processes tends to favor binaries of
roughly comparable masses, within a factor of ∼2(Dominik et al.
2015; Rodriguez et al. 2015; Mandel & de Mink 2016).
Initial eccentricities would be very different through the two
paths, but most current predictions are for binaries having
circularized by the time they enter the frequency band of
relevance to ground-based interferometers (see Section 5). An
accurate localization of the source would make it possible to
check for the presence of nearby clusters. For such localization
with GW detectors only, additional advanced detectors and a
very high signal-to-noise ratio would be needed. Alternatively,
the discovery of an electromagnetic counterpart could pinpoint
the position(LVC16h). At present, we are left with two
possibilities for distinguishing among formation paths: BH
spins or precise determination of the BBH merger rate as a
function of redshift. Detection of spin misalignment would be a
strong indication for dynamical formation, but is challenging,
as GW spin measurements are typically not well constrained
(e.g., van der Sluys et al. 2008a, 2008b; Vitale et al. 2014;
LVC16d); the rates option is challenging too, given the large,
overlapping ranges in the rate predictions from the two paths
and their uncertain redshift evolution. In the future, we may be
able to further constrain models by combining BBH rate
constraints with constraints on NS mergers (even if only upper
limits). Consideration of the models consistent with all of these
constraints will allow us to make firmer predictions for
detection expectations of other types of EM/GW binaries
involving NSs and white dwarfs.
The BBH population discovered through GW150914 also has
implications for other GW detections. First, before entering the
aLIGO/AdV band, the BBH systems evolve through the
frequency range of space-borne GW detectors such as (e)LISA
(0.1–10mHz) (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2013). Because of the high
masses of systems like GW150914, it only takes ∼1000 years to
evolve from 2–3mHz to merger and the systems can be detected
not only inside the Milky Way, but to distances of ∼10Mpc.
These “heavy” stellar-mass BBHs could be plausible (e)LISA
sources, if the merger rate is at the upper end of the inferred range.
Second, the expected increase in the merger rate of BBHs
toward higher redshift opens the possibility that the large
number of individually unresolvable high-redshift BBH
mergers would instead form a detectable stochastic background
signal. Such a signal could be probed with aLIGO/AdV
detection of, or upper limits on, the stochastic GW background,
as explored in detail in LVC16g.
The possibility that GW150914 is produced by a binary of
the first-generation PopIII stars may provide a direct link
between the local universe and the BHs that may have been the
seeds that grew into the supermassive BHs we find in the
centers of most galaxies (Volonteri et al. 2003). Even if
GW150914 itself is not a product of PopIII stars, the
confirmation of the high BH masses expected from the weaker
stellar winds of low-metallicity stars also supports the idea that
PopIII stars may produce even more massive BHs, unless they
Figure 4. Left: horizon distance (left axis) and horizon redshift (right axis) as a function of total mass (bottom axis) and chirp mass (top axis) for equal-mass, non-
spinning BBH mergers. The (expected) increase in detector sensitivity with time is shown by the different lines and the chirp mass of GW150914 is indicated with a
red star. Right: the same, but now for detection-weighted sensitive comoving volume, defined to yield the expected number of detections if multiplied with a merger
rate per unit volume. For details see the Appendix.
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become so massive that they are completely disrupted by pair-
instability SNe (e.g., Fryer et al. 2001; Woosley et al. 2007).
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the implications of the GW discovery of
a BBH merger in the context of the existing literature on the
formation of BBHs in isolated binaries and in dense stellar
environments. Despite the fact that we have only one firm
detection, we can draw several astrophysical conclusions.
For the first time we have observational evidence that BBH
systems actually form in nature, with properties such that they
merge in the local universe. This is a unique confirmation of
numerous theoretical predictions over the past 40 years that
merging BBHs can form, from both isolated binaries in galactic
fields and from dense stellar environments. Notably, the
measured BH masses in the merging binary are higher than
any of the BH masses dynamically measured reliably from
XRBs. Such “heavy” BHs require that they were formed from
massive stars in low-metallicity environments (1/2 Z or
lower), given our current understanding of massive-star winds
and their dependence on metallicity. Model rate predictions
from both formation mechanisms are broadly consistent with
the BBH merger rate implied by the GW150914 discovery. The
relatively extreme models that either abort the formation of
merging BBHs or predict rates lower than ;1 - -Gpc yr3 1 are
now excluded. Apart from weaker winds at low metallicities, a
significant fraction of BHs must receive low kicks; survival
through common-envelope phases or high rotation in massive
stars may be necessary. We note that the majority of recent
model predictions survive this constraint. Targeted simulations
and additional GW merger detections will be needed to
quantify the balance between BBH formation rate, delay times
until merger, and hence, BBH merger rates as a function of
redshift. This first BBH discovery already has implications for
a stochastic GW background and for the potential of
observations with a future eLISA-like space mission.
These are the key conclusions we can derive based on the
GW150914 properties and the existing DCO astrophysics
literature. Final analysis of this first aLIGO observational run
may provide additional rate constraints from additional
detections of BBHs or NS binaries, or in their absence
interesting upper limits on merger rates of NS binaries. These
combined rate constraints will provide the most stringent
quantitative limits on model predictions. An increased source
sample resulting from future GW data will of course better
constrain the merger rates, but will also allow us to probe the
mass distributions and any dependence on redshift. To go
beyond the current, mostly qualitative discussion, and move
toward comprehensive model constraints, it will be important
to develop frameworks that account for observational biases
and for appropriate sampling of the model parameter space
including relevant parameter degeneracies.
In closing, we are looking forward to the development of
GW astronomy as a new way of probing the universe.
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APPENDIX
The sensitivity of the detector network to GW emission from
equal-mass BBHs with non-spinning components is calculated
using the following procedure. We use a single-detector signal-
to-noise ratio threshold of 8 as a proxy for the detectability of
binary mergers by a detector network; this is a commonly used
proxy (e.g., Abadie et al. 2010) that has been demonstrated to
be accurate to within ~10% for computing surveyed
volumes(LVC16f). In Figure 4 the curves labeled 2010,
2015–2016, 2017–2018, and 2019+ are computed using,
respectively, the measured noise power spectral density (PSD)
of H1 during the S6 science run, the measured noise PSD of H1
during the 2015 science run, low-end predictions for LIGO
noise PSD for the late stages of detector commissioning, and
for design sensitivity runs in the zero detuning, high power
configuration (Abbott et al. 2016i). We use inspiral-merger-
ringdown effective one-body waveforms calibrated to numer-
ical relativity for these calculations (Taracchini et al. 2014).
The actual sensitivity will depend on the exact network
configuration, the data quality, and the signal parameters, so the
curves in Figure 4 should be viewed only as approximations. In
particular, the signal strength and detectability generally
depend on BH spins.
In Figure 4 the left panel shows the horizon distance, which
is the luminosity distance at which GWs from a face-on, equal-
mass, overhead binary with the given source-frame total mass
(bottom axis) or chirp mass (top axis) would be detected at a
signal-to-noise ratio of 8; the corresponding redshift is shown
on the right vertical axis. The right panel shows the surveyed
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detection-weighted comoving volume Vc
ò= +
¥
V
dV
dz
f z
z
dz
1
1
, 1c
c
d
0
( ) ( )
where dV
dz
c is computed using the Planck Collaboration et al.
(2015) cosmology and the last factor corrects for the difference
in source and observer clocks. Because the GW strength of
signals depends (to within factors ∼2) on inclination and the
detector response depends strongly on sky position, f zd ( ) is the
probability that a binary with the given source-frame masses at
redshift z is louder than the signal-to-noise ratio threshold of 8
(integrated over isotropic sky locations and orientations). With
this definition, and assuming a constant volumetric merger rate
 per unit comoving volume per unit source time, the expected
number of detections during an observing run of duration T is
given by V Tc .
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